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Abstract: We present temporal quadratic solitons in doubly resonant temporal dispersive
optical parametric oscillators without a walk-off in numerical simulations. In frequency
domain, these cavity solitons correspond to coherent dual-combs with smooth envelopes
in half-harmonic and pump fields. We also investigate the soliton existence region, and the
soliton behavior with parameters in this cavity system. We believe our work offers valuable insights into the practical generation of quadratic soliton combs in optical parametric
oscillators.
Index Terms: Quadratic solitons, frequency combs, optical parametric oscillators.

1. Introduction
Optical frequency combs (OFCs) based on Kerr cavities have led to tremendous research interests
in the past decade [1], [2]. Recently, OFCs due to the quadratic nonlinearity also have been
proposed [3], [4]. Compared with Kerr frequency combs, OFCs can be generated by quadratic
cavities with a low driving threshold in both the pump field and the field that is separate from the
pump frequency, where suitable pump sources are difficult to obtain [5], [6]. As an example, the
near-infrared pump may create visible frequency combs by second-harmonic generation (SHG),
which is useful in optical atomic clock and astronomical calibration applications [7], [8]. What’s
more, half-harmonic generation (HHG) in optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) is capable of the
formation of mid-infrared combs, providing efficient photonic solutions for molecular sensing and
non-classical computing [9]–[11].
Quadratic combs through the locking of domain walls in doubly resonant dispersive OPOs have
been recently studied [12]. As reported in Kerr frequency combs, to unlock the full potential of
OFCs, cavity solitons (CSs) are the most important and desirable waveforms [13]–[17]. Cavity
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solitons correspond to a periodic train of coherent, mode-locked, and ultrashort pulses in temporal
domain, representing the ultralow-noise OFCs with smooth envelopes in frequency domain, which
are revolutionary in many applications. Recently, soliton frequency combs in OPOs with the
presence of both quadratic and cubic nonlinearities have been theoretically reported [18], [19].
In this work, we study the existence of temporal solitons in the dispersive OPO cavity system with
the pure quadratic nonlinearity, for which both the half-harmonic field centered at frequency ω0 /2
and the pump field centered at frequency ω0 are resonant. We consider the cavity configuration that
eliminates the temporal walk-off between the half-harmonic field and the pump field, since the walkoff is detrimental for the formation of pulse-like localized solutions in quadratic cavities [6], [12]. We
also investigate the effect of the pump strength, the laser frequency detuning, and the dispersion
on the solitons.

2. Simulation Model
As introduced in Ref. [12], the doubly resonant phase-matched degenerate OPO system can be
described by two coupled mean-field equations, in the normalized form:


∂2
∂A
(1)
= − (1 + i1 ) − iβ1 2 A + iBA∗ ,
∂t
∂τ


∂2
∂B
∂
= − (α + i2 ) − d
− iβ2 2 B + iA2 + S,
(2)
∂t
∂τ
∂τ
where A is the slowly varying envolope of the half-harmonic field centered at frequency ω0 /2 and
B is the slowly varying envolope of the pump field centered at frequency ω0 . t is the slow-time
variable, τ is the fast-time variable, α is the ratio of the loss of the pump field to the loss of the half
harmonic field, 1,2 are detunings of the cavity, d is the temporal walk-off, β1 = sgn[k1 ] and β2 =



k2 /|k1 | represent group velocity dispersion (GVD) parameters (k1,2 are GVD coefficients at ω0 /2
and ω0 , respectively), and S is the strength of the continuous-wave (CW) pump. It is noteworthy
that this model is formally equivalent to the equations describing one-dimensional spatial diffractive
OPOs [20], [21]. In this model, the diffraction parameters are replaced by the GVD parameters and
the spatial dimension is changed into temporal dimension. Here, we consider the practical OPO
cavity system without a walk-off and use the parameters in Ref. [6], so that α = 1, d = 0, β1 = −1,
β2 = 0.5, and 2 = 21 . This OPO cavity system can be realized by using a quasi-phase-matched
LiNbO3 crystal, and the centered wavelengths of the half-harmonic and pump fields in this system
are 2707 nm and 1354 nm, respectively, which is the inverse of the SHG cavity system in Ref. [6].

3. Numerical Simulation Results
Equations 1 and 2 can be numerically propagated over the slow-time variable t with a split-step
Fourier method, where the periodic boundary of the fast-time variable τ is [−τs /2, τs /2] (τs is
the normalized round-trip time, so that the normalized free spectral range (FSR) τs −1 represents the spacing of the normalized Fourier frequency grid in the simulation). To numerically
find the soliton solutions, we use a Gaussian pulse with the complex amplitude Ain (τ ) = (Areal +
iAimag )exp(−(τ /τin )2 ) in the half-harmonic (A) field and small noise in the pump (B) field as the
initial seeds to excite localized solutions in the parameter plane of 1 and S. The final localized
steady-state solutions can be obtained from the evolution of the initial waveforms. We also verify
the stability of the solutions over a sufficiently long simulation (t = 20000). In our simulations, the
number of frequency modes for each field is 2048 and the normalized round-trip time τs is 250. The
parameters of the initial input pulse are Areal = Aimag = 5 and τin = 5.
Figure 1 shows an example of the CSs. As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), both the half-harmonic
and pump fields display a localized ultrashort pulse in the center of the fast-time window. The soliton
in A field has no CW pedestal, while the soliton in B field displays a peak with damped oscillations
on both sides in a CW background. The corresponding spectra of the solitons in Figs. 1(a) and
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Fig. 1. Normalized intracavity power (top) and spectra (bottom) of a CS in the half-harmonic field (red)
and the pump field (blue) and spectra for 1 = 2.74 and pump strength S = 10.0, where β1 = −1 and
β2 = 0.5.

1(b) are shown in 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. Either spectrum’s envelope is smooth, so that the
frequency modes in a certain band have similar intensities, which is important for the mid-infrared
spectroscopic sensing and massively parallel coherent optical communications [22], [23]. For a
given set of parameters, the amplitude and width of the CSs are unique, which is same as the CSs
in the SHG cavity system [6].
Since the localized structures with different polarities in the half-harmonic field are both the
solutions of this OPO cavity system [12], it is natural to investigate the polarity of the CSs obtained
here. We also find that the CSs with the opposite polarities in the half-harmonic field can exist in
the same parameter region, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The CS with the opposite polarity in
Fig. 2(b) is excited by using the initial pulse above with opposite amplitude in the same parameter
region. Unlike the CSs in A field, CSs in B field only have one polarity. The corresponding CSs in B
field of the opposite CSs in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) have the same complex amplitude, which is shown
in Fig. 2(c). This can be easily understood that Eq. 1 is linear for A, while Eq. 2 with the term of
iA2 and S is nonlinear for B, so that if Asol (t , τ ) is a localized solution of Eqs. 1 and 2, −Asol (t , τ ) is
also a satisfied solution, but this is not true for Bsol (t , τ ). Also, due to the square term (iA2 ) in Eq. 2,
Asol (t , τ ) and −Asol (t , τ ) have the same effect on Eq. 2, resulting in only one polarity and the same
complex amplitude for the corresponding localized solutions in B field.
Figure 3 shows the soliton existence region in the (1 , S)-parameter plane. The locations of a
number of the soliton solutions are marked by the dark red points, and these points outline the grey
area, which indicates the soliton existence region. As shown in Fig. 3, the soliton existence region is
located in a thin band, and becomes farther from the resonance and wider with the pump strength
increasing. For S = 17, the detuning range length of the soliton existence region
for 1 is about
√
0.36. According to the normalization in Ref. [12], the CW pump is Bin = Sα12 /( θ2 κL), the detuning

is δ1,2 = 1,2 α1 /tr , and the round-trip time is tr = τs / 2α1 /(|k1 |L), where α1 is the cavity loss in the
half-harmonic field, θ2 is the power transmission coefficient at ω0 , and κ is the nonlinear coefficient.
Assuming the critical coupling θ2 = α1 , the cavity finesse F = π /α1 = 160, the nonlinear coefficient
κ = 11.14 W−1/2 /m, the crystal length L = 15 mm, and the GVD coefficient k1 ≈ −0.32 ps2 /m at
ω0 /2 [6], the system has a soliton existence range of 26 MHz in pump frequency detuning with a
pump power of 78 mW and a round-trip time of 87 ps.
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Fig. 2. Complex amplitude of the solitons with (a) the positive polarity and (b) the negative polarity in
Fig. 1(a). (c) The corresponding solitons in B field of the solitons in (a) and (b) have the same complex
amplitude.

Fig. 3. (1 , S)-parameter plane for the solutions of Eqs. 1 and 2. The dark red points show the locations
of the soliton solutions and the grey area indicates the soliton existence region.

Next, we investigate the influence of the simulation parameters on the pulse width and the peak
intensity of CSs. Firstly, we choose six typical points in the (1 , S)-parameter plane in Fig. 3, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), where points 1–6 represent (1 , S) = (3.84,17.0), (4.16,17.0), (4.00,16.2),
(4.00,17.8), (2.74,10.0), and (4.00,17.0), respectively. Here, the route from point i to point j is
writen as (i − j). We consider the evolution of the soliton profile along the three routes (1–2, 3–4,
and 5–6). S is fixed to 17.0 for the route (1–2) (yellow dashed line) and 1 is fixed to 4.00 for
the route (3–4) (green dashed line). For the route (5–6) (orange dashed line), both 1 and S
increase along the band of the existence region. We choose the sample points uniformly along
these routes, which are shown in Figs. 4(b)–(d). For exhibiting the profile changes of the CSs in
detail, we capture the waveforms in the fast-time window τ ∈ [−5,5]. Fig. 4(b) shows the evolution
of the soliton waveforms along the route (1–2) in A (top) and B (bottom) fields. The increase of
the detuning 1 mainly induces the decrease of the pulse width both in A and B fields, and the
center of B field is seen to exhibit the process from a small hollow to a bump. The evolution of
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Fig. 4. (a) The soliton existence region in the (1 , S)-parameter plane. Points 1-6 represent (1 , S) =
(3.84,17.0), (4.16,17.0), (4.00,16.2), (4.00,17.8), (2.74,10.0), and (4.00,17.0), respectively. (b), (c), and
(d) show the evolution of the soliton waveforms in A and B fields along routes (1–2), (3–4), and (5–6),
respectively.

Fig. 5. Influence of the magnitude of the dispersion parameter β2 on (a) A and (b) B fields. Here,
β1 = −1, 1 = 4.00, and S = 17.0. Insets: the dependence of the full width at half maxima (FWHM)
and peak intensity of the solitons with β2 .

the soliton waveforms along the route (3–4) is shown in Fig. 4(c). The effect of the increase in the
pump strength S induces both the broadening of the pulses and the increase of the soliton intensity
in general (except the center of B field, where the bump becomes a small hollow gradually). Last,
we consider the effect of the increase in both 1 and S, as shown in Fig. 4(d). Obviously, along
the route (5–6), the pulse peaks of the CSs in both A and B fields are greatly increased. The CSs
in point 6 have nearly twice the peak intensity of the CSs in point 5. The pulse width of the CSs
(neglecting the damped oscillations) changes slightly, which may be explained that the opposite
effects on the pulse width induced by 1 and S cancel each other out to a certain degree.
Finally, we consider the effect of the GVD coefficients. It is worth mentioning that the sign of the
GVD coefficient is an important factor for the soliton existence and other properties. An analysis
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of the sign of the two GVD coefficients is beyond present scope and subject of our future work.
Here, since the GVD coefficient β1 is normalized to a unit value and β2 is normalized by the value
of β1 , we investigate the effect of GVD by using different values of β2 in simulations. It is found
that the soliton existence region is influenced by the GVD. For simplicity, we keep the sign of β1
and β2 , and only choose the β2 for which we can still obtain the stable soliton solutions at the point
(1 , S) = (4.00,17.0). As shown in Fig. 5, the effect of reducing β2 is essentially to decrease the
pulse width of the CSs and enhance the peak intensity in both A and B fields (the insets show the
dependence of the pulse width and peak intensity with β2 ). It is worth noting that when β2 becomes
small enough, the damped oscillations in B field tends to decrease. Especially, we investigate the
soliton solution for β2 = 0 (red line). In this case, it is interesting that the CS in B field exhibit no
damped oscillations on both sides, as shown in Fig. 5(b).

4. Conclusions
We have presented the generation of quadratic soliton combs in the doubly resonant OPO cavity
system with a practical configuration in the absence of temporal walk-off. The soliton existence
region in this cavity system is numerically investigated. We also have investigated the influence
of the frequency detuning, the pump strength, and the dispersion parameters on the solitons. We
expect that our work will have a significant predictive impact on the generation of soliton combs in
OPO cavities and contribute to some advanced fields in future [24], [25].
Note: When the original version of this paper was under review, the authors became aware of a
recently published work by Pedro Parra-Rivas et al. on a similar topic [26]. The soliton presented
here is actually a particular type of the localized structures studied in Ref. [26], which are formed
by the locking of domain walls between two CW states. The differences between these solutions
shown in Ref. [26] and this paper (such as the opposite polarity in B field, the opposite detuning
position, and the swap between the real and imaginary amplitude) are due to the opposite sign of
the GVD parameter in A field (β1 ) used.
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